Accion Frontier Inclusion Fund and Frontier Investments*

- **AFIF**
- **Other**

*managed by Quona Capital

**Online international remittances**

**IoT technology enabling pay-as-you-go asset financing**

**Credit building and financial advisory services**

**Business-to-business online marketplace and financial services for SMEs**

**Merchant cash advance for SMEs**

**Blockchain-based money transfer platform**

**Housing and home improvement finance**

**As of May 2018**
Accion maintains a shared brand agreement with the Accion U.S. Network, but no equity stake.

As of May 2018.
Global Advisory Solutions

As of May 2018
Center for Financial Inclusion

Recent CFI Publications

- Toward a Financial Health Tool for Consumers
- Inclusive Insurance: Closing the Protection Gap for Emerging Customers
- Agents of Change: How the Human Touch is Bringing Digital Financial Services to New Customers in India
- Uniting Tech and Touch: Why Centaur Products Are Better for Consumers and Providers – Evidence from Kenya
- Delivering Financial Capability: A Look at Business Approaches

Countries covered in the Economist Intelligence Unit Microscope – Shaded
Countries with Accion Board Fellowship participants - +
Countries with Smart Certified institutions - *
Countries with Accion-Harvard Business School participants - ~

As of May 2018